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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let (+} be a sequence in a metric space (M, d). A real nonnegative sequence 
{tk} is said to majorize {xk} if d(~~+i, xk) < tk+i - tk , k = 0, l,.... I f  
lim X+m t, = t* < +cc exists, then (xk} is a Cauchy sequence in M. So if M 
is complete, there exists a x* in M such that lim,,, xk = x* and d(x*, xk) < 
t” - t, , k = 0, l,...; see [9], [lo] and [12]. This observation led to a new proof 
for the Newton-Kantorovich theorem by Ortega [9] and the general convergence 
theory for Newton related processes by Rheinboldt [12]. Now suppose that we 
have the problem of solving a nonlinear equation Fx = 0 in a Banach space 
and that an initial point x,, for a certain iterative process generates a sequence 
(x,J. Then the problem of finding roots for Fx = 0 is reduced to the construction 
of a convergence scalar sequence {tm} which majorizes {x~}. It is our purpose in 
this paper to formalize fixed point theorems, in the spirit of the above technique, 
which will have the Banach contraction mapping principle and Browder- 
Nadler’s fixed point theorem as consequences. Among others, some common 
fixed point theorems are considered. 
2. A MAJORANT FORM OF THE BROWDER-NADLER THEOREM 
Throughout this section M will be a complete metric space with metric d. 
Let CL(M) be the family of all closed nonempty subsets of M endowed with 
the generalized Hausdorff metric D induced by d [8]. 
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THEOREM 1. Let G: M--f CL(M). Suppose that there exists an isotone function 
a: [0, 00) + [0, ,m) such that 
(i) G(t) < t for each t > 0, 
(ii) D(G.x, Gr) < @(d(x, y)) for each x, y  in i71. 
Let (Y >3 1. Suppose that the sequence {xl;} is dejned by the iterative process 
xk E Gx,-, and &+I , xk) < aD(Gx, , Gx-,), k = 1,2 ,..., x,EM. 
Furthermore, let the nonnegative real sequence {tk} be defined by 
t,,, =- tJ; .;- @(& - t&l)), t, = 0, t, 2 d(x, , xc,), k = 1, 2,..., 
converge to t * < f  00. 
Then {x~} converges to a jxed point x* of G with the error estimate d(x*, x,J < 
ct(t* - tk), k = 0, l,.... 
Proof. We show by induction that d(x, , xi-J < cu(tj - tj-l), j = I, 2 ,.... 
By assumption, forj = 1 we have d(x, , x0) < tl - to < cs(tl - t,,), and by the 
induction hypothesis d(xj , xjpl) < (ti - tj-l), j = I,..., k. Then d(x,+, , x,) < 
aD(Gxk , Gx .- ) L 1 < C@ d(Xk , X&) < a@(a(tl; - t&-l)) = a(t, - tkpl). Since 
lim k+m t, = t* < co exists, the estimate 
kfm-1 k+m-I 
d(Xt+m > xk) < C d(xj+lp Xj) < 1 d(tj+l - tj) = (tk+, - fk) 
j=k j=k 
(1) 
shows that {xk} is a Cauchy sequence. By the completeness of M, there exists an 
x* in M such that lim k-m xg = x*. SuppOSe that d(x*, Gx*) := E > 0; then 
there exists a positive integer N such that d(x, , x*) < 42 for each k > N, 
which is a contradiction, since 
E = 4x*, Gx*) < 4x*, x,v+J + d(x,v+, , Gx*) 
6 d(x*, x,v+,) + D(Gx, , Gx*) 
G 4x*, ++A + d&v, x*) 
< 42 + E/2 = E. 
Hence x* E Gx*. The error estimate follows from (1) as m + 00. 
COROLLARY 1 (Browder-Nadler [2, 7, 81). Let G: M -+ CL(M) and 
D(Gx, GY) G qd(x, r) f  or each x, y in M and q E (0, 1). Then G has a fixed point. 
Proof. Since 0 < q < 1, we have l/q > 1. Choose o[ > 1 in Theorem 1 
such that qm < 1. Let x,, E M. Choose x, E Gx,, . Then there exists xp E Gx, 
such that J(x, , .Q) :< cyD(Gx, ? GxJ. Continuing in this way we produce a 
sequence {x,,.) in :V such that 
xk i.l E Gx, am 1 d(s,c+, , x,J < olD(Gx, , Gxn.-,), k: I? , a,.. . 
Let @(t) =- C@ in Theorem I. Then 
t/T -1 t, -- qa(tk -- t,;.,), t, -- 0, I, :_ d(x, , s,,). 
So tr -= Ctli (401)’ d(x, , .x0) and hence limB+m t, t* =z-- [l/(1 -. qcu)] d(.r, , X0) 
< + co. Therefore, by Theorem 1, G has a fixed point. 
I f  @ is continuous, then the solution of tk,_, - t,; --: @(~(t~: - t,. r)), t,, -: 0, 
k =.-: 1, 2 ,...( satisfies lim,,, t,. =: t* <: ,co, so that @(O) : 0. !Uaking obvious 
modifications in Theorem I, wc have 
THEOREM 2. Let G: &+ CL(M). Suppose that there exists a continuous and 
isotone function @: [0, 3ci) -- l [0, w) such that D(Gx, Gy) << @(d(x, y)) for each 
x, y  in M. Let 01 :.: I. Suppose that the sequence {xp} is de$ned by the iterative 
process 
xkTl E Gx,,. and d(s,;, 1 , xk) :. dl(Gq. , Gx&, k =- I, 2 ,..., .X(, c M. 
Furthermore, let the nonnegative real sequence {tk} be defined by 
t,_, =- tk -/ @(cx(tl, - ik;-& t,, _- 0, t, 2: d(x, , A-,,), k .: I, 2 ,.... 
coneerge to t * SC: YJ. 
Then (x,J converges to a fixed point x* of G with the error estimate d(x*, x,:) 5: 
a!(t* - &.), k -= 0, I,.... 
THEOREM 3. Let C(M) be the family of all nonempty compact subsets of M. 
Let G: M--f C(M). Suppose that there exists an upper right semicontinuous function 
@: [0, 00) --+ [0, cc) such that 
(i) @p(t) < t for each t > 0, 
(ii) D(G?c, Gy) .:r @(d(x, y)) for each x, y  in M. 
Then G has a fixed point. 
Theorem 3 is a slight generalization of a result of Boyd and Wong 111. Its 
proof can be carried over from their proof in [I]. 
Remark. Let @: [0, 00) -+ [0, co). Suppose that the nonnegative real 
sequence (tk} satisfies 
t,+, -- tl; =- @(tll - t,(-,), t”;:O, tigiven, k=1,2 ,.... 
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Then the following three conditions, taken together, are not sufficient to imply 
that {tk] converges. 
(a) @ is isotone and CD(~) < t for each t J* 0. 
(b) @ is continuous and isotone. 
(c) @ is upper semicontinuous from the right and G(t) < t for each t ::. 0. 
In fact, let @(t) -..:: tj(l !- t), t E [0, co). Then @ satisfies (a), (b) and (c). Define 
{tk} b!; t, C;::, (l/j), t,, -0,j = 1, 2 ,.... Then t,.,., -- t,( =-= @(tl; - t,-,), but 
(tk} is diwrgent. 
‘Trr~on~nr 4. Let {T,,} be a sequence of (point-to-point) maps from a nonempt) 
complete metric space (AZ, d) into itself. Suppose that for each pair (Ti , TJ there 
exists a function @ of [0, co) x [0, co) x [0, m) x [0, x) into [0, co) such that 
(i) @ is continuous and isotone in each variable, and @(t, t, t, t) < t for all t > 0; 
(ii) d(T,.r, T,y) .:<a @(d(x, Tix), d(y, T,y), +(d(x, 21~) i d(y, T+x)), d(x, y)) for 
all x, y  in M. Let T,:,.,x,( = N,+~ , k :-= 0, I,..., x,, E X. Assume, furthet, that the 
sequence {t,:: dtlfined t,.+, ::d t,. t @(t,< - t,-, , f, - t,.., , t, - t,_, , t,; - t,-,), 
t, :.. 0, t, :I:‘ d(.r, , x,,), k = 1, 2 ,..., converges to t* .< -+- x. Then {xI;} converges 
to the unique common.fixedpoint x* of (T,} with error estimate d(x”, s,;) :< t* - t,. , 
k -- 0, I,.... 
Proof. \Vc show by induction that {t,;} majorizes {x~}. By assumption, 
4.q > .q,> r. f, - t,, , and if d(xj , xjml) 5. t; - tj 1 , j -- I ,..., k. Then 
If, for some k, d(x, i 1 , xk) > d(s, , xt..,), then 
a contradiction. Thus, for each k, d(x,+l , xk) Y: d(xk , x&. Therefore, 
4% : I , .%I < @(d(xri , XL,), d(xk , xp .J, (xl; , A--~), d(x, , x1,-,)) 
< @(b - t,.., , t, - t,.-, , t, - t,-., ) t, - t, 1) 
= t p+1 - t, . 
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Since lim,,, t, : 1* <. -;- oc, there exists a x7 in M such that lim, .,, xk = x*. 
Observe that 
cqx*, T,x”) :.I:. d(x*, x,+,) + d(xl,..il ) T,x*) 
=-. d(f+, S,:,.,) kd( TJ< ,.lxI: , T&y 
‘T d(x?, %+1) t (d(x,,, , Xt), d(x*, T,x”), gd(.Q ( Tp”) 
; d(x*, x,+,>>> d@*, 4). 
Let k --f co, then hv the conditions of CD we have 
d(xy, T,x*) q;, @(O, d(x-, TwrT), i:d(x*, T,Rx*), 0) 
s; @(d(x*, Tnx*), d(x*, Tnx*), d(x*, Tnx*), d(x*, 7’,i.r*)). 
Thus T,x* =-- x* for n =- 1, 2 ,.... Suppose that x* f  E and T,jii 7:. ;3: for each n. 
Then 
0 < d(x*, x) = d(Tix*, T,x) 
<. @(O, 0, d(x*, x), d(x*, Y)) 
..: @(d(x*, x), d(xX, Y), d(x*, %), d(x*, x)) 
<I d(x*, x), a contradiction. 
Let 71i :.= 7; = ‘I’ for each i, j and @(a, 6, c, d) = Q max{a, b, c, d}, q < I. Then 
the results of Kannan [SJ and Reich [I I] can be easily seen to follow. 
3. SELFMAPS ON A COMPACT MIETRIC SPACE 
THEOREM 5. Let (M, d) be a nonempty compact metric space. Let F, G be point- 
to-set maps of X to CL(M). Suppose that for any distinct x, y  in IVf, 
D(Fx, Gy) < mas{&(d(x, Fx) + d( y, Gy)), $(d(x, Gy) + d(y, Gx)), d(x, y)}. 
Then F or G has a fixed point. 
Proof. Let inf{d(x, Fx): XEX) = yF and inf{d(x, Gx): XEX) = rc. Then there 
is a sequence (So} in M such that limn+m d(xn , Fx,) = yp. As a closed subset of 
a compact metric space, Fx, is compact; so there exists II, in Fx, such that 
4xn 9 Fu,) :I d(xn , Fx,). By the compactness of X, we may, by taking a sub- 
sequence, assume that {u,) converges to some E in M. If  there exists some posi- 
tive integer p such that n > p, x, = ii, then d(ti, Fu) << infnalc d(u; u,), k = 
p, p -L l,.... So d(ti, Fii) < sup+, in& d(c, u,J == 0. Thus u E Fc. Assume 
then that x, # P for infinitely many n’s. By taking a subsequence, we may assume 
that x, # P for each n. In this case we claim that u is a fixed point of G. Suppose 
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not. Since I(, E Fx, , by the simple fact that d(x, A) < d(x, y) .f d(y, A) for 
x,yEMandO#ACM,wehavc 
d(ii, Gii) 
< d(ii‘, u,) + d(un , Gu) 
< d(ii, u,) + H(Fx, , Gu) 
< d(@, u,) + max{;(d(x, , Fx,) i d(ic, Gu)), $(d(x, , Gu) -1 d(ti, Fx,)), d(x,, Zs)} 
d d(un , U) + m={+(& , F.r,) + d(u; G@), B(d(xn ,u,) 
+ d(un , u) + d(z-& GZX) + d(zl, Fx,)), d(xn , u,) ‘- d(un , ti)} 
-:: d(ii, u,J t max{$(d(x, , Fx,) + d(U, Ga)), &(d(xn , Fx,) 
+ d(un > ii) -f d(u; Gu) -$- d(Fx,, , ii)), d(xn , Fx,) L d(un , ii)>. 
Since d(Fxn , U) < d(un , U) for each n, lim,,, d(FxR , U) = 0. Therefore, as 
n -+ co, we obtain 
yG < d(u; Gti) < max{i(rF -I- d(lc, Gti)), i(yF -+ d(u; Gu)), yF}. 
Thus ro < d(ii, Gu) < rT. By the same argument WC have rF < yG and hence 
yF = rG = d(ii, GzJ). By th e compactness of Gu; there exists u* E GZZ such that 
d(ti, Gu) = d(ti, u*). By assumption, d(il, Gc) > 0, so that 9 f u*. Again, there 
exists v* EFU* such that d(u*, v*) < H(G& Fu*). Then 
d(u*, v*) < H(Gu; Fu*) 
< max{+(d(c, Gu) + d(u*, Fu*)), -$(d(u; Fu*) -+ d(u*, Gc)), d(iE, u*)} 
< max{&(d(u; Gu) f d(u*, Fu*)), J(d(u; u*) + d(u*, Fu*) + d(u*, Gu), 
d@, u*>l 
.< max(&(rF + d(u*, v*)), $-(rF + d(u*, v”)), TV}, 
since d(ii, Gti) ----: yF, d(ti, Gti) = d(fi, u*) an d o* E Fu*. Thus yF < d(u*, Fu*) < 
d(u*, V*) < rF, a contradiction. So u E G% Therefore F or G has a fixed point. 
Theorem 5 improves the results in [3, 4, 6, 13, 141 and extends the cases 
44 -I- c+(t) + 013(t) + 4) + 4) == t 
in [I 5, Theorem 1 and 21 and 
+, y) + az(x, y) + c&c, y) + olp(x, Y)-I- %ix, y) = l 
in [16, Theorem 1 and 21. As an illustration, we give a corollary. 
COROLLARY 2. Let S, T be (point-to-point) self-maps on a nonempty compact 
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metric space (n/r, d). Suppose that there exist functions 0~~ =- CQ , 01~ := CQ , a,-from 
(0, CD) into [0, w) such that 
(a) q(t) + d2(t) -i da(t) 1 da(t) + or,(t) <.:; 1, f :-.. 0; 
(b) for any distinct x, y  in M, 
d(Sx, Ty) < a, d(s, Sk) j- a, do,, Tv) -- a:< d(x, Ty) .! a4 d(y, Sx) + a, d(x, y), 
where ai = tii(d(x, y))/d(x, y). 
Then S OY T has fked point. If both S and T haoe fixed points, then each of S 
and T has a unique fixed point and these fixed points coincide. 
Proof. Let X, T be distinct points in M. Since CQ -= 01~ , (Y:~ 17 ad , we have 
d(&‘x, Ty) < f!+” (d(x, Sx) .:- d(y, Ty)) 
I a:l.:Fq (d(x, TJ~) + d(y, Sx)) j-- a5 d(x, y) 
e..; max{ i(d(m, Sx) 1. d(y, Ty)), ;(d(x, Ty) -1 d(y, Sx)), d(s, y)). 
Bp Theorem I, S or T has a fixed point. Moreover, suppose that .2: is a fixed 
point of S and xF is a fixed point of T. Then x L= x”, since otherwise 
0 < d(y, .Y*) =.: d(Sx, TX*) < d(x, x*), a contradiction. Kow let 
Then we have: 
'THEOREM 6. Let S, T be (point-to-point) self-maps on a nonempty compact 
metric space (M, cl). Suppose that for any distinct x? y  in M, 
d(Sx, Ty) < max{.A(d(x, Sk) -4 d(y, Ty)), !Jd(s, Ty) --:. d(jq, Sx)), d(x, y)). (3) 
Suppose that S and T are continuous. If  S, T have a common jxed point xx, then 
the iteratkle procedure (2) concerges to x* for any initial point x,, in M. 
Proof. If x ./‘- x”, then 
d(Sx, x”) -. d(Sx, Tx*) 
~1 max{hd(r, SX), ,&(d(s, x”) ;- d(x”, Sx)), d(x, x*)) 
:-- max(&(d(x, P) + d(Sx, x*)), d(x, x*)}. 
So d(Sx, x*) < d(x, x*) for .r ,+ x*. Similarly, 
(4) 
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By the compactness of ilf, there exists a subsequence {xi(d converging to X in 
M. If, for some positive integer K, xk = x*, then the result follows. For example 
let k = 2p; then Sx,, = xzp+r = Sx* = x* and hence Tx~=+~ = xzp+2 = 
TX* = x*. So for all m > k, x, = x*. Assume then for each k, xk # x*. Let 
b, = d(x, , x*). Then, by (4), {bn} is decreasing and therefore converges to 
some number b in [0, co). Thus every subsequence, say {&,,} and {bi(,)+i), 
converges and has the same limit. I f  b > 0, then by the continuity of S and T, 
0 < d(x, x*) = ;j+z b,(,) = $i~ b, = &ir b,(nj+l = d(S.q x*) 
or ~(Tz, x*), a contradiction to (4). 
THEOREM 7. Let S, T be (point-to-point) self-maps on a nonempty compact 
metric space (M, d). Suppose that for each proper closed subset K of M, x, y  E K, 
x # y, (S. T) satisfies (3). Suppose that S and T are continuous. If S, T have a 
common fixed point x*, then the iterative procedure (2) converges to x* for any 
initial point x,, in M. 
Proof. For any x0 E M, define A(x,) = {x: d(x, x*) < d(xO , x*)}. I f  x E A(x,) 
and x + x*, then by (4), 
d(Sx, x*) < d(x, x*) < d(xO , x*) and d( Tx, x*) < d(x, x*) < d(x,, , CC*). 
So S and T are self-maps of A(x,,). Since A(xa) is compact, by Theorem 2, 
the iterative procedure (2) converges to x* for any xs in M. 
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